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very carefully, one by one.

If any of the Garbage
cards fall off the Garbage
Can during your turn, take
those cards and place
them in your Overflow
Pile. If your Overflow Pile
gets too big, you will be
eliminated from the game.
If all other players have
been eliminated from the
game, you win!

But the greenish milk carton you secretly
stashed under your roommate’s bed, that
was a stroke of genius! That is until you get
caught making a mess while everyone else
pretends they would never be so childish—
as to get caught.
Be careful and be cunning. Only the champion
can gloat in a hammock while everyone else
lugs out the trash on Garbage Day.
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GAME SETup
Open the Garbage Can and remove all cards. 4. The Starting Player is the player who most
Turn the lid upside down and securely fitGAMEPLAY
it into
recently took out the Garbage. Play continues
top of the Garbage Can. Put the Garbage Can

clockwise until the end of the game.
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3. Deal each player two face down cards for their
starting hands, and place the rest of the deck in
easy reach of all players.
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On your turn complete the following four steps in order.
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“GROSS”
Garbage Card
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Rules for placing cards on the Garbage Can:

•
•
•
•

•

Place one card at a time.
Place cards face up so that the title can be read.
Use only one hand.

Unblocked
holes

The holes located at the top of
the card being played may not
be blocked by the Garbage Can
or any other card. You must be
able to see the playing surface
through both holes. If any part of
either hole is blocked after you
have placed it is not valid, you
must pick it up and try again.
You may not intentionally move any cards that
are resting on the Garbage Can.

•
•
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cards.
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Placing cards on the Garbage Can may cause
other cards toOVERVIEW
move or shift. If you are placing
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until the cards on the Garbage Can have stopped
moving before placing the next card.
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Playing Mischief Cards:
Mischief cards are played into a roommate’s Room
(unless the card says otherwise). The action stated
on each card is read and followed when played. The
card remains in that room until it is cleaned, where
it is placed onto the Garbage with the other cards. A
player may also choose NOT to follow the text after
they play a Mischief card into a roommate’s Room.

2. PLAY a Card
GAME END
3. Check room
Add up the Size Numbers from the
4. Overflow
bottom left of every card in your Room.
If the
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is 10spillage
or more, your Room
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2. PLAY
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your Room onto the Garbage Can. You
cannot “choose” to clean your room,
but can only clean your Room if it is
full, or if a Mischief card allows it.
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While placing cards onto the Garbage Can, cards
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fall No
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the table,
those cards go into that player’s
Overflow Pile, the area to the right of their
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Room Card. If fallen cards are the fault of
another player, such as by bumping the
table, that guilty player takes those cards
into their Overflow. If ever the number of
cards in your Overflow is greater than or
equal to the number on the Room Card,
(based on the number of players) you are
then Busted! Flip your Room card over to
the “Busted!” side. You are out of the game
and all of your remaining Room’s cards
and hand go to your Overflow Pile.
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Can due
to pets, ceiling fans, etc., the
cards are left where they fall. The next player who
causes cards to fall off the Garbage Can adds all
fallen cards to his/her Overflow.
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If the deck is exhausted and there are two or more
players still in the game, all remaining players
continue to take turns. Since there are no cards to
draw, remaining players no longer complete the
Draw step. Remaining players still complete the
other steps during their turns: Play, Check Room
and Overflow. When you do not have any cards in
your hand, you may move a Garbage card from your
Room to the Can. If you run out of cards in your
Room, you have a clean Room and must wait until
all other remaining players have clean Rooms.
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there is more than one player remaining. The victor
is the player with the smallest total cards in his/her
Overflow Pile. Tied players hang up two hammocks
and share a toast while the others take out the Garbage.
If no players have any Overflow, and all cards have
been placed on the Garbage Can (bravo!), Garbage
Day has passed and the Garbage did not get taken
out. All players lose the game, but win another week
to enjoy the heady aroma of Tuesday’s tuna can.
Thank you for playing Garbage Day!

